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By Jeffrey Harrison

Sarabande Books, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Feeding
the Fire retains the virtue of Jeffrey Harrison s earlier work--accessibility and clarity, without
sacrifice of complexity--while branching into new territory. There are love poems, lyrics entwined in
metaphor, and a number of elegies for the unfamous, those indelible characters met in any life who
shape individual consciousness. Most significantly there are poems of recollection, in which the
charged moments of youth, dimly understood at the time of occurrence, return to the poet in
flashes of brilliant clarity and passages of intense reminiscence. These new poems affirm the
restorative mystery of our own innocence and articulate our complex, stumbling passage toward
experience. Harrison s language is exact, sinuous, and compelling, and leads to places we may not
have seen before, but know when we arrive. This is a beautiful book. --Henry Taylor This is a book
that can be read from start to finish with ever-heightened expectations that are never disappointed,
and with sustained delight. --Anthony Hecht Here are hauntingly composed poems of
remembrance, of happiness and eagerness and regret--of life lyrically embraced, all beautifully
rendered by one of our finest poets. --Robert Coles Jeffrey Harrison is...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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